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Haylie Pomroy offers helped countless customers lose up to 20 pounds in only four weeks
–Phase We (Monday-Tuesday): Lots of carbs and fruitsPhase II (Wednesday-Thursday): Lots of
proteins and veggiesPhase III (Friday-Sunday): All of the above, plus healthy fats and natural
oils  and you’re still going to lose excess weight. Haylie reminds us that meals is not the enemy,
it’s successful programs.re going to rotate what you’needed to rev-up your sluggish, broken-
down metabolism and turn your body into a fat-burning up furnace. re going to eat three
whole meals and at least two snack foods a day – re going not to ban entire food groups.On
this plan you’ Hailed mainly because “the metabolism whisperer,”s the results-based item of
Haylie Pomroy’re not likely to do is count a single calorie or fat gram. You’ You’ You’re not
going to go carb-free or vegan or go chilly turkey on the foods you like. Instead, you’the
rehab re taking in throughout each week according to a simple and proven program carefully
made to induce precise physiological adjustments which will set your metabolism
burning. during the fat-burning up power of food.By keeping your rate of metabolism guessing
in this type of and deliberate way, you’ll get it working faster. This isn’t just a theory, it’ What
you’s   It’ including vegetarian, organic, and gluten-free options – Now it’re likely to eat a
whole lot.s orders.s likely to work for you. In 4 weeks not only will you see the weight come off,
you’Complete with four weeks of meal plans and over 50 dishes – All thanks to the miraculous
power of true, delicious, satisfying food! ll also observe your cholesterol drop, your bloodstream
glucose stabilize, your energy increase, your sleep improve, and your tension dramatically
reduce.s worked for celebrities, for athletes, and for people with chronic illnesses who need to
lose fat, doctor’ this is actually the silver bullet for the chronic dieter who offers tried every fad
diet and failed, the 1st time dieter wanting to kick her metabolism into equipment, and anyone
who would like to naturally and safely eat her way to a skinner, healthier self.
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Fantastic Results **UPDATED 1/23/2015** I have been upon this program for 7 days so far. I
understand it may look a little bit early to create a review, but wanted to do so today for two
reasons; initial, I am excited by my results up to now - I have currently lost 9 pounds - and
second, I was dismayed by the inaccurate review (V. It took me 3 weeks of corporation and
food examining and tasting to get ready to try the diet. We contemplated heading back on
what we make reference to as the b%#ch diet. This is my 1st Amazon review ever. I am at least
60 pounds overweight. I've lost (and obtained back) pounds on at least three different
applications and know I'll lose weight with Pounds Watchers if I actually work at it and am very
individual - but I understood it would take a very long time and lots of deprivation to reduce
all that I need to lose to improve my health. Before I came across this book I was fairly
discouraged. And at least for me, being perfect had not been required. and 2”! I want.
Individually, I hate reading evaluations without enough details to understand the writer's
perspective. Who knew? I've a friend (a tiny, little friend who had a need to lose about 20
pounds) who had lost fat on the FMD and she loved it. i unquestionably love this diet! p. I am
starting to miss my small chocolates treat after lunch time, but it’s just 28 days. Coincidentally,
the 28th day of FMD can be the 28th day time of my cycle, therefore I’m feeling a little
bloated, but still down another 1. Canfield's review and it offered me the excuse I was looking
for - I told my friend that the diet was a starvation plan it could be unhealthy to eat so few
'calorie consumption'. I did feel I ate less but I was frequently hungry. I continued WW Simply
Filling system and informed myself it could be ok - I would have to starve and workout for years
- sigh. I am 50, and also have no had that sort of success for many years.I visited the FMD
website and read more and more about any of it.5”! I read it twice. Starting the dietary plan is
a concern. Canfield) that deterred me from trying this diet program a few months ago. I
cleaned out at least half of my pantry and my fridge and lastly convinced my hubby to give it
a try (he needs to reduce 35 pounds).We consume constantly. I took weekly to thoroughly read
the book, plan weekly 1 food map, then shop. I am NEVER hungry - and I really like the meals. I
hate lettuce and celery and actually prefer fried meals to grilled; I can't tell you how much I
really like icing - but I came across something new - I LOVE real food.I browse the basic
details provided over and knew sticking with this program would involve a huge change in my
life-style. Blueberries and strawberries taste sweet to me now and I got no idea just how much
better organic hummus tastes. And calories? I am presently doing another 28 day rev-up just
with time for the holidays therefore i can look my finest and still enjoy an intermittent holiday
treat without worrying or feeling guilty.. My epidermis is definitely clearer. I am in this for the long
term - aiming to shed at least 100 pounds - so stay tuned! my skin is better then its been in
years. Also, organic nitrate/sulfite-free wines is delicious and inexpensive at $10. Canfield's
inaccurate representation of the program (the calorie counts artificially assume that you can
just eat from the cook book, chooses some very lean recipes and ignores that vegetables are
unlimited) review has turned a lot of people away from the program.In case you are inclined to
be swayed by V. Canfield - please browse the FMD website first.00 - $12. I held looking for
detractors and actually couldn't - apart from V.; (Thurs. This is a program which makes that
work even more of an eating evolution - not really a life time of deprivation.****UPDATE****
1/7/2015. I have already been on the FMD program for 9 months right now (except for the
time between Thanksgiving and New Years Time) and have lost 95 pounds! At first, I actually
lost 8 pounds after T'giving, so I started feeling a bit bullet proof, obviously I had healed my
metabolism and could right now eat whatever I wanted, I thought. I QUICKLY started
consuming on the maintenance strategy (basically stage 3 with the food from all of the phases



thrown in) and I continued to lose weight - just more gradually. When I get stuck, I simply do a
handful of phase 2 times and that always helps me to reduce a few pounds. I lost 40 lbs in the
intervening 90 days AND have kept those pounds off for the last year . 5!m. I've energy to
spare. Do the very best you can. Beginning Thanksgiving week, I began eating holiday foods -
so sugar, corn, wheat etc. Having come off of the Thanksgiving holiday with a few extra few
pounds it seemed a great time to opine upon this diet plan. I stuck to this program religiously
until September - so 6 months. Grin! We’m 53 years older and find it incredibly hard to lose
excess weight.Total for the 28 days is 8.! I have lost 2 pounds this week and I am beginning to
feel better. Over the vacation, while eating the glucose, my encounter got puffy, especially
under my eyes. Loosing this much weight, I really was worried I would have horribly saggy
epidermis (I am 55) - but I was searching pretty good until earlier this month when my face
appeared bloated and my eye puffy from eating vacation foods. and 6. Unbelievably we are
able to both see a difference in our bellies - I've lost 15 pounds before and not seen this much
change. I almost forgot to mention that my husband quickly and easily lost 30 pounds (of
course!) and decided he could go back to coffee with cream and pizza, etc. 4 were hard but
I possibly could do it since it was only 2 days.***1/23/2015 FOOT NOTE: I started this
program to lose weight and I thought of my improved health as a natural benefit of weighing
less, until I saw this video: https://www.youtube. The pounds stayed off for a number of months
until recently when I began eating too much sugar etc once again and I obtained back 4 lbs,
but I am back again on the dietary plan and confident I will lose the 4 lbs and then
some.v=fWXrRftyOMYNow I fully understand the reality behind the FMD.! ) I didn’t feel just like a
zombie when I acquired out of bed this . also, no “no carb” head aches this week, woo hoo!4
lbs. When I got this book and go through it, I was really afraid to check it out. I am a 41 year
old female, living a reasonably healthy and active lifestyle, who has been a calorie counter for
more years than I could remember. THEN I was identified as having esinophilic esophagitis. in
10 months, while going to the gym, dealing with a trainer, but still counting calorie
consumption). I consulted with many doctors, underwent numerous bloodstream tests, everything
was regular; except that I was stuck with this excess weight that would not budge. I heard
about FMD from my dental hygienist and made a decision to take a look. Sometimes I don't
believe I can obtain all of the food down. I was all set!Week 1: (Mon.-Tues.) I’m not a morning
person and usually depend on coffee for a jumpstart, but have gone a day or two without it,
and did not experience headaches. It really is definitely good for print out the phase “pocket
guide,” phase specific food lists, and the portions page to keep helpful. Down 5. thank you
hailey pomroy!Change uses function.) I didn’t feel like a zombie when I got out of bed this
morning hours…. Should be that energy boost that other reviewers stated; When I first find out
about the dietary plan I was longing for something easier, looking for a way to eat more of
what I really like (cheese, sugars and corn) and seeking a magic wand.. I could do that!
Canfield who not merely seems to be a sort of semi-professional "commenter" but, based on the
review, didn't even try this program. (Thurs. More motivation. I feel fantastic and also have left
most of my health issues behind. the hardest part was quitting my morning espresso, but by
week 2 i was okay with it. the day today is 11/26/18 and today has been exactly 28 days
since i started this plan.m.) Holy-mother-of-blueberry-muffins, that is operating! (Wed.. in 4 days!;
(Sat.) Oops. Drank beers with my honey yesterday evening and I’m up 1.2 lbs.. It had been
hard to eat thirty minutes after waking so I ate my snack.)Week 4: I realized that I have already
been eating specific vegetables in Phase 2 that aren't on the list, and was eating the wrong
part size for grains in Phase 3.m.Week 3: Personally i think so good, I convinced my mom and



(skeptical) sister to become listed on me on this journey!Therefore, overall for Week 1, I’m down
4.4 lbs. (Fri, Sat, Sunlight): Phase 3 does rock.5”. Because I knew I would not have the ability to
follow the No Alcohol Rule, I stuck to the other guidelines like glue. The diet was a little tough to
program out but I did so it. NO beer for 28 days. this has been the very first time that i have
already been able to lose weight without having to be hungry!)Week 2: (Mon-Tues) Despite the
fact that We jumped off the wagon for Super Bowl Sunday, We woke up Super Bowl Monday
feeling amazing! Which has never happened…. I usually feel like a deflated tire. The energy and
mental clarity I feel in the morning is incredible; (Wed-Thurs) I used to hit a slump in the
afternoon immediately after lunchtime, but that's g-o-n-e;.; and 2. personally i think healthier!
On to Week 3!) I made a decision to do fat and measurements this morning as opposed to
tomorrow, because today is normally Super Bowl Sunday, and I plan to drink beer over the last
football video game of the growing season. Without dieting or killing myself at the fitness
center.I find it extremely sad that V. Note that this diet has a large number of creditable
proponents and provides obviously worked for a lot of people.00/bottle. Also, raw organic
cashew butter is one of the best factors I've ever eaten (got it on Amazon, along with spelt
pretzels which are super delicious).Overall for Week 3, We am down another 4 lbs. I am pre-
diabetic and have joint and pores and skin issues. Woo hoo!5 lbs. Sugar really is evil!
Desperate to push away impending diabetes, I chose I would just choose the publication and
browse it. (Sister is definitely down 4 pounds. and starting Week 2! a. Nevertheless, in the spirit
of making the transition as soft as possible, I stopped drinking espresso two days prior to the
start of Week 1; No magic bullets here, that is still a restrictive diet! I QUICKLY read V.! I gained
back 5 of the 8 pounds I lost immediately after Thanksgiving and it provides taken me weekly
to eliminate the sugar again - it is extremely addictive!5 lbs. and 8”!!! This reserve was a
learning encounter and I’ll integrate what I learned here with what I have discovered along my
health and fitness jouney. (i didnt weigh myself until week 3. I’m ready! Times 3 & Total to date:
8.! You eat a certain way for 28 times without counting calories, gentle exercise three days a
week, and the pounds leave. I got worked up about the technology and appreciated the
psychology of continuously changing stuff up every couple of days. ive pretty much been
dieting for days gone by 20 years. I ended up printing the lists and using that. The app was
useful in reminding me when to eat but not very flexible. I did the diet plan to the best of my
capability - I did so not give up coffee but visited 1 cup. The initial weeks I didn't recognize
that the fruits you could consume on times 1 & 2 (watermelon) could not be eaten on days 5
and 6. I did not drink all the drinking water, but elevated from what I usually did.! He gained
back again 8 pounds before he decided he really preferred the way he felt on this program -
so he's still consuming with me most times. I learned to make spelt breads in my bread machine
that was a lifesaver. In any case... in spite of all of my imperfections with the dietary plan I lost
18 pounds. 18 !! I lost 3 pounds in two weeks and I gained it all back - plus one more. I mostly
stuck with the plan for 7 even more weeks and lost a complete of 29 pounds.com/watch?.. You
are able to do this! I am tired of counting calories and had already worked out for myself that
"calorie consumption" are a generally inaccurate concept when applied to food. I truly
understand the concept of using food as medicine now. 20 pounds in 28 days. Force through
the challenging start it is so worthwhile. I tried all of them and this is the only one which makes
sense THIS WORKS!! By Christmas time I was eating more than enough sugars that I was
beginning to retain fluid, feel discomfort in my joints and have indigestion - everything that
disappeared on this program. Great Plan This system works folks for the long term. I was thrilled
after 3 weeks when I was down 6 pounds but that was it. I never lost any longer excess weight.



(Drank martinis or red wine in the evenings, but learned my lesson with the beer. I've no family in
the home otherwise this may be more challenging. i work outside the home aswell. She was
amazed and told me that she by no means got hungry and had a hard time eating all the
food on the program. (Sun.! It will be was no miracle. 20 pounds in 28 days! I managed it fairly
easily by eating phase 3 again - with extra fruit and excess fat whenever I felt sugar cravings.
If that appears like too much sharing, I apologize. I totally slacked on workout this week, but
also have found that easily write the exercise down in my calendar, I’m much more likely to do
it. The first about a week I was cautious to just cheat a bit occasionally.First - about me so you
know what you are coping with. This is no way a reference to the author but to how difficult we
found it and made the decision it just wasn't worthwhile to go back on it. I'll make an effort to
keep it short by saying that my wife and I are in our early-mid 50's, reasonably fit and active
and now normally find ourselves with very little more than 5-15lbs to lose if we've gained fat
though I have recently lost nearly 60pounds by simply eating significantly less and more
sensibly along with regular exercise. When a friend referred us to this it sounded too good to
be true and, well, you know how that goes. I will say that the diet is effective, more so in the first
stages as fat came off almost precipitously but the reduction also plateaued before we surely
got to our target weights and we would even see weight gains in Phase 3 to need to lose
again. We had been somewhat frustrated by the design of the reserve and produced tabs to
quicker navigate between food lists, allowed amounts phases etc. So for me to take the time
means this book is amazing! I wanted to reduce 15lbs.I wish! (Fri a. I dropped 12 pounds! Im a
mom of 4 in my late 20s. I eat generally healthful so nothing fresh. Dont get discouraged if you
dont visit a weightloss right away. It took me weekly (at least) to obtain comfortable with it.
Learn from my mistake, kids. It worked but.) i absolutely love this diet!) I have a mild headaches
from the Phase 2 no carbs, but it’s not horrendous; this book, which is extremely enjoyable to
read, has completely changed just how i think about food. i will be continuing the dietary plan
until i drop another 10 pounds and i will adapt the meals plan into my entire life with some
occasional treats like eating out. i recommend downloading the app. its extremely helpful. this
works!Overall for Week 2, the number on the level didn’t budge, but I did lose another 2”, so
I’m not likely to let that discourage me. That is thrilling. im sleeping better at night (no caffeine).
She adored the app and simply followed it - but I needed more convincing.) it is a whole lot of
food; This diet was easy to do and I was never hungry. weight has been a struggle for me
personally since i was a 7 year old kid. stick with it. No cheating with the beer, double-
examined my lists prior to filling in food maps and food shopping, and my exercise is definitely
on my calendar…. Not losing weight as quickly as I'd like, but that because We cave In to my . I
am down 9 pounds and my husband lost 7.. Not losing weight as quickly as I'd like, but that
because I cave In to my husband and eat away at least once a week. Love the menus, it
creates meal planning a good deal easier. Temporary diet - permanent results I don’t usually
write testimonials. and there is still some mind scratching.5”! Like therefore many others, I have
tried everything out there to lose weight with limited success - and then the pounds came back
bringing friends. Hi. I've had way too many disappointments previously. 2 yrs ago, I experienced
swift, unexplainable weight gain (70 lbs. Doctor’s orders were essentially the dietary plan with
several extra exclusions until I returned in for a recheck. I totally love eating this way. I
struggled in earlier weeks with Phase 2, but this week I made sure to have a lot of variety and I
barely also noticed I was in Phase 2. I love that “diet” is temporary. Something that really works!
Best part, because your metabolism speeds up, the pounds stay gone. Today I am planned to
eat 1785 "calories". (starved actually.. I think what helped me with the dietary plan is I was



never bored or sick of the food choices. my advice to someone who wants to start this diet:
move in with the attitude that YOU CAN DO ANYTHING FOR 28 DAYS! However.. Ooph. I lost
12 pounds and not 20. A very effective approach to eating! Great information that actually
works! Personally i think so incredibly amazing that I am beginning the 28 days yet again!
Once you watch this you won't ever look at meals in America the same manner again!
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